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Create the most alluring shade in the world.
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markilux Product Innovations 2021. Made in Germany.

Perfect Prospects.
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Great 
prospects 
ahead.

markilux pergola stretch: Cover extended markilux pergola stretch: Cover retracted



Truly immense and with impressive prospects
The new markilux pergola stretch opens up entirely new possibilities as far as solar and wet weather protection are concerned and therefore also for
outdoor living. The cover is perfectly integrated into the minimalistic, high value awning system. The rhythmical, space-saving cover folding technology
makes it possible to shade large areas and creates a special and impressive atmosphere. Manifold customisation options mean that the markilux
pergola stretch will invariably catch your eye and they demonstrate that it is well prepared for a comfortable and relaxed season – al fresco.

  Maximum dimensions 7 × 7 m
  Water drainage assured – even at the minimum pitch of 5°
  Awning cover made of UV-resistant, waterproof and  

highly flame-retardant PVC-coated tarpaulin material  
or markilux perla FR
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markilux pergola stretch

  System coverboard protects the retracted awning cover
 Seamless fixture thanks to the wall sealing profile
  Horizontally aligned cover support profiles provide particulary  

high areal stability 
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markilux pergola stretch
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First and foremost. Farther and wider.

Attractive protection majestically full of fresh air 
The markilux pergola stretch stands for presence: an even larger area shaded effectively and protected from both wind  
and weather. Especially for the gastronomy branch, it offers a multitude of possibilities to fulfil the patron’s penchant to 
 experience al fresco dining. Utilise the many options to react quickly to the ambient weather conditions and create an 
 enticing atmosphere for your patrons: effortlessly, practically. And visually it’s a real “eye-catcher”, too, along the lines of: 
“Great prospects – as far as the eye can see”.

  Large-area awning system – up to 25 × 7 m in 5 fields: versatile sun, wind and wet weather protection 
  Personally tailored project advice for the gastronomy branch and other commercial enterprises by markilux team:project
  The pre-fitted guide tracks, lighting and heaters make for safe and simple installation
  A large choice of lighting and heating options as well as wind protection and privacy screens at the side
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markilux pergola stretch

LED lighting in the cover support profiles and in the cross-beam

Vertical cassette roller blinds offer protection against wind and low-lying sun, optionally fitted with a Panorama window

A heater fitted to a cross-beam
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Modern. Magnificent.

State of the Art – in comfort, light and colour 
The option to fit atmosphere-creating lighting, 
 heaters and a broad choice of fabric patterns, 
the markilux pergola stretch can be personalised 
and made to provide more comfort in manifold 
ways. The perfect ambience in which to spend  
cosy hours together or with family, friends or  
guests. And it invariably gives a great performance, 
regardless.

An integrated gutter reliably ensures water evacuation

markilux format as lateral wind protection and privacy screen

Safe and sure 
Thanks to the sturdy system cover-
board, harmoniously  integrated 
into the awning frame, the cover, 
when retracted, is protected from 
inclement weather and soiling.
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Format. Finished.  
A great outlook.
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Maximum unit height 
170 cm

Maximum unit height 
190 cm

retracted

retracted

partially extended

partially extended

fully extended

fully extended

markilux format lift 
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markilux format lift

The new addition to the markilux format family 
The proven wind protection and privacy screen has been expanded by the addition of a new, practical version:  
markilux format “lift” – which has a vertically extending frame section with either a textile fabric covering or a 
 transparent, full foil window.
 

  New modular wind protection and privacy screen in the markilux format family 
  Vertically extending aluminium frame with textile fabric covering or transparent full foil window 
  Maximum height when extended 190 cm, maximum width 250 cm, can be extended in modular fashion
  Effortless installation and alignment 
  Ideal fur use in combination with markilux awning systems or as a stand-alone wind protection and privacy screen 
  Tried-and-tested markilux quality – Made in Germany
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markilux format lift

markilux format lift
The infinitely adjustable wind 
protection and privacy screen 
system for patios and open 
 areas, which can be expanded 
in modular fashion.
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Cool down. Chill out.

Fully in line with gastronomic taste
The markilux format lift opens up creative opportunities to the gastronomy branch to create and organise outdoor areas,  
in particular where so-in-demand al fresco dining is concerned. Whether providing privacy or wind protection – it is quite 
 simply a good investment, and a perfect framework for creating a cosy, feel-good atmosphere in which to spend relaxing 
hours under a clear sky. 
 

  Effective privacy and wind protection – the tight-fitting complement to other markilux awning systems or for open areas
  Ideal for use in outdoor dining areas 
  Adapt its colour finish to match the architectural surroundings, and the cover can be printed e. g. with a personalised logo 
  Space-saving room divider, versatile in application
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Twilight.  
At any time.  
At the touch  
of a button. 

Aesthetic, impressive, and safe
Folding arm with bionic tendon and integrated LED Line.

Create a cosy ambience
Pleasantly attractive lighting provided by the LED Line in the folding arms,  
infinitely adjustable in intensity.
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Feel-good lighting in the sturdiest of arms.

Simply brilliant
The twilight hour describes the most enchanting light of the day at dusk. This new lighting option integrated  
into the folding arms of the awning allow you to prolong this special lighting atmosphere for as long as you wish. 
Watch your guests’ eyes light up.

  LED Line in the folding arms
  Available for the markilux 1300, 1600, 1700 and 1710
  Infinitely adjustable in intensity using a markilux remote control or comfortably via smartphone or tablet
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Art. Full. 
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markilux – smart art

The artful art of technology 
This innovative markilux printing technology makes the creation of highly unusual motifs possible. With smart art 
markilux is presenting highly unusual fabric patterns – works of art, in fact. A visual highlight for your patio and with 
the charm of artistic creativity. Like this, leaving your “imprint” takes on a whole new meaning.

  16 creative, artistic fabric patterns
  Powerful colours 
  When viewed against the light, the pattern motif is  

clearly visible on the unprinted underside of the fabric 

  markilux smart art awning covers are manufactured 
using a technically advanced and proven latex 
 printing process and are highly weather resistant, 
lightfast and water repellent
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Impressive from any and every side
When viewed against the light, the pattern motif is clearly visible on the unprinted underside of  
the fabric. The printed motif is visible on the side hems of the cover where these have been turned 
under. A pattern mismatch may be in evidence where the cover panels have been joined.

340 02 smart art 
Blossom

340 03 smart art 
Chain green

340 04 smart art 
Chain grey

340 14 smart art 
Leaves green

340 07 smart art 
Dots rose

340 11 smart art 
Leaves grey

340 05 smart art 
Circles grey

340 06 smart art 
Circles orange
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Printed – as if painted.

Dare to envisage something extraordinary
markilux is proud to present the one and only smart art fabric collection:  
16 attractive and impressive motifs inspired by art. Every one unique – in  
its own way. Patterns that will lend your patio the flair of individuality and 
creativity. The art of smart printing: printed – as if painted.

The smart art “Takeaway Gallery”
All 16 fabric patterns in their original quality to be 
appraised and touched, with inviting images and 
information. The practical Collection Swatch Box 
makes it possible to present the smart art fabric 
patterns effectively.

340 12 smart art 
Stripe grey

340 15 smart art 
Painting grey

340 16 smart art 
Painting green

340 10 smart art 
Layers green

340 01 smart art 
Layers grey

340 13 smart art 
Stripe green

340 08 smart art 
Glow bright

340 09 smart art 
Glow dark



markilux.com

Create the most alluring shade in the world.
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